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Abstract—In Automated Teller Machine cyber-crime rate is 

increasing day by day. Many people are using new technologies 

for looting money. The security needs to be high for money 

transactions. The proposed system involves a shuffled key and 

color method for improving security of ATM pin. On examining 

the complete reason behind the ATM looting, the problem shows 

that the looting may happen because of the standard numeric 

PINauthentication. The normal numeric standard PIN does not 

provides any of the security in ATM against recording attacks. 

The complete security on the PIN entry is based upon the 

corresponding card holder activities. From this we come to the 

point to improve security. This system presents a color PIN 

selection methodwhich providescolored and shuffled 

keysforsecured PIN selection by the card holder. The system will 

be more secure when compared with the normal standard PIN 

selectionby providingsecured authentication and fast transaction 

systems and also provides higher security features for overcoming 

the recording attacks. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

In olden days, the user’s having account at bank are 

allowed to deposit or withdraw the cash only by means of 

moving onto the bank and through written statements. This 

has been overcome by a hardware machine known as ATM, 

where all the customer’s having an account on authorized 

bank will have ATM card along with four digit numeric 

secret PIN. With the help of the ATM card and four digit 

numeric PIN, the account holder can withdraw, deposit, 

transfer or request for mini statement on all time whenever 

they are in need. 

In ATM authentication is performed by using four digit 

secret numerical password that verifies the card along with the 

PIN the user enters using the keypad. Here PIN selection leads 

to recording attacks. The PIN entry can be easily noted by the 

persons standing behind with the help of recording devices or 

by means of vision enhancement and all the user data will be 

looted. 

The ATM transaction developed on the basis ofuser 
havinga ATM card and a secured four digit numeric secret 
PIN. Whenthe card details and PIN are verified, user will be 
enabled with a pattern and the user have to select the button 
that has beenenabled in the pattern using the color choice. 

The PIN, that has four numerical digits, may easily be 
identified or easily be noted down by the persons standing 
behind or can easily be recorded because of the simplicity of 
PIN as well as ten digit keypad[11]. Since ATM PIN’s are 
widely used in various automated teller machine, 
information as well as the PIN can easily be subjected to 
attacks. Various secured PIN entry methods have been 
proposed to overcome the attacks, but maintaining the 
usability as well as the security is always a challenging task.  

Various previous works focus on the simple PIN entry 

method on providing the secured authentication. In this 

paper we will refer Tictoc PIN entry method to be the basic 

scheme. The basic Tictoc PIN entry method presents five 

decimal keypad for a single PIN entry where the user have 

to select the colors preceded on the third and fifth keypad 

based on the vibration and simulated sound.In first keypad a 

short vibration occurs were colors appears in the left boxes. In 

second keypad a simulated sound occurs in which colors 

appear on the right boxes.In the third keypad four color input 

keypad containing white, black, blue, red will be enabled at 

the bottom were user selects the first key that has been 

notified with vibration. The fourth keypad will be enabled 

with two vibration sounds that will be continued by a normal 

vibration where the colors appears on left, middle and right 

boxes. In the fifth keypad three color input keypad appears 

with white, black, blue at the bottom in which user selects the 

first key color buttonthat has been notified with the vibration. 

Even though the work presented by [5] provides a 
secured PIN Entry scheme the Tictoc PIN Entry method 
provides its security, we focus the issues on security and 
usability. On analyzing [23] the Tictoc PIN entry method 
provide following results. 

 The Identification of Vibration as well as the simulated 
sound can’t easily be identified by the user. 

 User finds very much difficulty in identifying the color 
within particular time period. 

 Tictoc PIN entry method is more slower than other 
standard PIN entry techniques. 

 Tictoc PIN entry method is more error prone when 
compared with other standard PIN entry techniques. 

On finding the above insights we intent to strengthen the 
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security and usability of PIN’s (ATM) from Tictoc PIN 

entry method into a Multi Color Key Shuffling Scheme 

(MCKS). 

In Section II, we reviewed and analyzed the Tictoc 

PIN Entry Method. In Section III, we introduced the 

improved MCKS and evaluated the security features and its 

usability. The related works has been discussed in Section 

IV and concluded in Section V.  

 
II. EXISTING  SCHEME 

 

A. Review of Tictoc PIN entry method 

The Tictoc PIN entry method [23] can be used for entering 
the PIN based on color.Here user’s have clearly identify the 
vibration and simulated sound that occurs on certain time 
period and the users have to enter their PIN based on the color. 
In this method the user’s have to select the colors instead of 
standard PIN’s.The user’s have to select two colors for a single 
PIN entry from a set for five keypads. The user finds very 
much difficulty in finding the colors as well as the vibration 
and simulated sound that occurs on a particular time period. It 
takes more time for a single PIN to be entered using two 
stages. The Tictoc method provides security for some attacks 
and does not able to overcomesome of the recording attacks 
[23].   
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• Tictoc PIN Entry: Here the rounds are limited to two of 
five stages when compared to previous methods. The four sets 
L1 with white, L2 with black, R1 with blue R2 with red are 
arranged in random sequence for first round. Three colors 
(white, black and blue) will be arranged for the second round. 
Each color selection on two rounds is collected and 
confirmation is made. 

 

B. Analysis of Tictoc PIN entry method 

The Tictoc PIN entry method undergoes delayed oracle 
choices method in which the keypad is partitioned into two 

stages of five patterns. The first round contains two stages. 
Each PINon numeric keypad is will have two boxes. Let us 
consider C1 will be black C2 will be white arranged 
onrandom sequence, and letC3 will be blueand C4 will be 
red arranged onrandomsequence. For first PIN entry in first 
stage, the boxes in the left L1, L2, R1, R2 are filled with 
colors C1, C2, C3, C4. The second stagefor the first PIN 
entry begins with a delay of 500 msec. Here the left boxes 
will be displayed with colors and the right boxes of L1, L2, 
R1, R2 are filled with colors C2, C1, C4, C3. To receive user 
input, keypad containing four colors will be displayed in 
random manner after a delay of 500 msec. Among the two 
stages one stage will be chosen at the period of execution 
that provides vibrotactilevibration with a delay of 30 msec. 
This round will be enabledtill the user selects the input. The 
second round of first PIN entry consists of three stages with 
500 msecdelayon one among them, that can be preceded by 
30 msecvibrotactile vibration. Three small boxes will be 
enabled on the keys of numerical keypadthat are colored 
from left to right. Let us consider C5, C6, andC7 be black, 
white, and blue, randomly. The colors C5, C6, C7 will be 
assigned to the left boxes of Q1, Q2, Q3 on the first stage of 
the second round. The center boxes of Q1, Q2, Q3will be 
assigned withcolors C6, C7, C5 on the second stage. The 
third phase adds colors C7, C5, C6 to the boxes on the right. 
A three color keypad appears in random order. The three 
color keypad will remain stable until user selects the input. 
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III. MULTI COLOR KEY SHUFFLING SCHEME 
(MCKS) 

The ingenuity of the Tictoc PIN Entry method in assigning 
colors to PIN and to provide Vibration and Simulated sound to 
receive each PIN digit from the user provides various 
drawbacks. Our proposed security methodprovides four 
colored shuffled PIN entry that are explained below. In short, 
two round for a single PIN entry has followed. 

On entering each PIN, the user have to select the color 
button below the keypad based on the respective PIN. Two 
rounds for single PIN entry will be carried out. So for 
completing 4 digits of entry 8rounds are used. After 
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Fig. 1. Tictoc PIN Entry Method – Example on selecting digit 1 by the useron two round process. Here V determines vibration while the 

marking ∧determines a simulating sound. (a) A short vibration occurs were colors appears in the left boxes. (b) A simulated sound 

occurs in right boxes are filled with colors. (c) The input keypad containing four colors will appear at the bottom were  theuser 

selectsthe color white under the first key that has been notified with vibration. (d) Enables with two vibration sounds that will be 

continued by a normal vibration where the colors appears on all the three boxes (e) Three colorswill appear at the end in whichselection 

will be blue, the first color button that has been notified with the vibration. 
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completion of the PIN entry, Administrator performs the 
computation for giving privilege to access the ATM for 
transactions. 

 
 

Algorithm : Multi Color Key Shuffling 

 

1. 𝐿𝑒𝑡 (𝐼, 𝐽) =  All primary sets =  {𝐼, 𝐽, 𝐾, 𝐿} 

2. (𝐼, 𝐽)  ←  𝛾(𝜋(𝐼))  
3. (𝐾, 𝐿)  ←  𝛾(𝜋(𝐼))  
4. (𝑊, 𝑋)  ←  (∅, (∅, )  
5. (𝑌, 𝑍)  ←  (∅, (∅, )  
6. For 𝑖 =  1,· · ·, 𝑚 do 

7. Let  ( 𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘, 𝑙) = All permutation of colors 

8. ( 𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘, 𝑙)  ←  𝜌 (𝑃) 

9. View (𝐼 ∪  𝑋 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐽 ∪  𝑊)&&(𝐾 ∪  𝑍 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐿 ∪  𝑌) 

10. Input option ∈  𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘, 𝑙 
11. if option =  𝑖 then 

12. { 

13. (𝑌, 𝑍)  ←  𝛾(𝜋(𝑊 ∪  𝑋 ∪  𝐽)) 

14. (𝑊, 𝑋)  ←  𝛾(𝜋(𝑊 ∪  𝑋 ∪  𝐽)) 

15. (𝐾, 𝐿)  ←  𝛾(𝜋(𝐼)) 

16. (𝐼, 𝐽)  ←  𝛾(𝜋(𝐼)) 

17. } 

18. else if option =  𝑗 then 

19. { 

20. (𝑌, 𝑍)  ←  𝛾(𝜋(𝑊 ∪  𝑋 ∪  𝐼)) 

21. (𝑊, 𝑋)  ←  𝛾 (𝜋(𝑊 ∪  𝑋 ∪  𝐼))  
22. (𝐾, 𝐿)  ←  𝛾(𝜋(𝐽))  
23. (𝐼, 𝐽)  ←  𝛾(𝜋(𝐽)) 

24. } 

25. else if option =  𝑘 then 

26. { 

27. (𝑊, 𝑋)  ←  𝛾(𝜋(𝑌 ∪  𝑍 ∪  𝐿)) 

28. (𝑌, 𝑍)  ←  𝛾(𝜋 (𝑌 ∪  𝑍 ∪  𝐿)) 

29. (𝐼, 𝐽)  ←  𝛾(𝜋(𝐾)) 

30. (𝐾, 𝐿)  ←  𝛾(𝜋(𝐾))  
31. } 

32. else  

33. { 

34. (𝑊, 𝑋)  ←  𝛾(𝜋(𝑌 ∪  𝑍 ∪  𝐾)) 

35. (𝑌, 𝑍)  ←  𝛾(𝜋(𝑌 ∪  𝑍 ∪  𝐾)) 

36. (𝐼, 𝐽)  ←  𝛾(𝜋(𝐿))  
37. (𝐾, 𝐿)  ←  𝛾(𝜋(𝐿))  
38. } 

39. end if  

40. end for  

41. return 𝐼 
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In this secured PIN entry scheme we have used 4 colors for 
10 decimal digits. The colors of Red, Blue, Green and Yellow 
present on the keys will be available at the button. The keys # 
and c will also be available along with the 10 decimal digits. 

Here all the digits with multi colors are shuffled on 
random manner, so that identification of PIN or recording of 
PIN is impossible for the user’s standing behind.  This provide 
more security to each and every transaction through ATM 
when compared with the standard PIN entry technique. 

 
• MCKS Partitions: The partition of MCKS beA1={ 

1,.,9,0} to four subsets R1 ={1,2,3}, G1={4,5,6}, B1 ={7,8,9}, 
and Y1={0}. The partition of A2 into the four 
subsetsR2={1,4,7}, G2={2,5,8},B2={3,6,9} and Y2 ={0}.The 
same partition can be used in all stages, with change in 
position of PIN. All the Keys will be shuffled randomly. 

• Two-Round PIN Entry: In this system two rounds of PIN 
entry will be carried out. In the first round, the four sets (R1, 
G2, B1, Y2) be assigned with colors (red, green, blue, yellow) 
in randomsequence. The colors red for R2, green for G2, blue 
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Fig. 2. MCKS - (a) User selects the PIN by selecting the 

color at the bottom (b) User selects the same PIN at the 

bottom . 
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for B2, and yellow for Y2will be assigned for second 
round.The colors collected at the two rounds is combined and 
PIN entry is confirmed 

 

A. MCKS PIN Entry Example 
The MCKS PIN entry has been explained here using the 

example by Figure 2, thatdetermines the PIN entry 2 through 
MCKS scheme. 

Figure 2 (a) – User selects red, the color on the PIN 2. (b) 
– Here user selects green, the color on the PIN 2. 

The 1
st
 PIN 2 will be entered to the system 

successfullyusing two round procedure.The remaining PIN 
entry will also be fallowed through same technique. 
 

B. Security Measures on MCKS 

As the rounds of PIN entry has been made to two for a single 

entry the security has been increased. And also shuffling of 

keys randomly provides more security. The coloring sequence 

will also vary on each and every iterations. Here no user 

information is leaked or recorded through any devices or 

through any other medium. 

 
IV. RELATED WORKS 

Here, we provides feedback onall related works and 

analyzetheovercomeof our work. 

To overcome PIN attacks, users makes their prevention 

through varioussecurity measures. Since the seminal work 

[1]and [2]describes completely about the security. The 

objectivedetermines an indirect PIN entry for security purposes 

by means of separating the standard PIN entry procedure. 

Various previousworksfocus on graphical password method 

[7], [6], and for PIN entry [18], [14], [5], [3].  

Weexplain the scheme, created at [10], that uses graphical 

passwords. Here graphical as well as tactile challenges has been 

performed and delivered by means ofa device namely haptic. 

Our system, MCKS, provides more security against all the 

recording attacks that overcomes the process at [5]. 

Our proposed system determines on elaborating the work at 

[22], thatdeals with shoulder surfing attacks. Awell trained 

attacker can easily find all the details about the user whether the 

enters the PIN directly or through colored series .On analysing 

results we intent to determine why such attacks occurs. 

Moreover, our proposed system elaborates the work at [22] by 

providing higher security. 

Here we describe then work at [23], that uses vibration and 

simulated sound. Five patterns containing two rounds for a 

single PIN entry makes the user to wait for a long time. Rather 

the color series can’t easily be identifiable to the users. The 

user have to wait and notify the vibration and sound as well as 

the color that has been displayed during the vibration and 

sound. Our Multi Color Key Shuffling scheme, which uses 

multiple colors as well as shuffled key provides a secured 

authentication among the user’s for their secured money 

transactions. 
V. CONCLUSION 

The Tictoc method, proposed by Taekyoung Kwon[23], 

determines an PIN entry method that specifies interacting with 

colors over five rounds based on vibration and simulated sound. 

In our work, we analyzedTictoc method and notedvarious 

issues, such as errors in identifying the vibration and simulated 

sound, difficulties for color selection, and system slowdown. To 

overcome Tictoc PIN entry method and to resolve the issueswe 

proposedMCKSmethod. The MCKSmethod requires two 

rounds of PIN entrythat has multiplecolor along with shuffled 

keys.  

The MCKS method shows a secured PIN selectionmethod 

that provides authentication by providing secured way of 

transaction in less time . The detailed description proves that, 

the method is user friendly. Here the attacker can’t easily find 

the user’s login details as all the keys will be shuffled and 

arranged in random order.. In future, plan to extend our 

techniques is to secure and saving time. We can use embedded 

programming to fast up the process.  
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